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CHRISTOS TEREZIS1UNIVERSITY OF PATRASSCHOOL OF HUMANITIES & SOCIAL SCIENCESTHE HISTORY OF SERBIA: POLITICAL AND ECCLESIASTICAL(Prof. SEP dr. Georgios Nektarios At. Lois, Hellenic Open University, Patras, 2017)Having read The History of Serbia: Political and Ecclesiastical (originaltitle in Greek: ΙΣΤΟΡΙΑ ΤΗΣ ΣΕΡΒΙΑΣ ΠΟΛΙΤΙΚΗ ΚΑΙ ΕΚΚΛΗΣΙΑΣΤΙΚΗ)by Georgios Nektarios Lois, a lengthy academic endeavour built onextensive research, one cannot but feel that this is a title of greatproportions. This monograph, although it is a specialized study ofhistory of one nation, offers great, both broad and distinct, possi-bilities to explore the manners in which ecclesiastical andtheological issues affect historical events and cause changes in thecourse of history.In the introduction, the author confesses that it is a difficult anddemanding endeavour when the researcher’s aim is to record andpresent the history of one nation, particularly when the nation inquestion is the heroic people of Serbia, with its uniquely colourfuland long history, full of glory and suffering. By noting that thehistory of Serbs began about 15 centuries ago, the author empha-sises that it deserves close attention, requiring from its researcherto meticulously study and decipher all its sources, both medieval1 philosophy@upatras.grThis review was submitted on May 18, 2017 and accepted for publication at the meeting of theEditorial Board held on September 19, 2017.



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017326 CHRISTOS TEREZISand newer, by equally devoting attention to the overall and indi-vidual histories.This study demonstrates particular persistence in highlightingthe uniqueness of the protagonists who managed, either with theirindividual or collective efforts and organization, to create the unitywithin the geopolitical space. In this sense, the academic efforts ofGeorgios Nektarios Lois encompass a wider civilizational scope bymapping a detailed and insightful journey through the centuries ofone nation who has built national consciousness and spiritual unity.This is necessary to mention as this consciousness, in varioustimes in history, has brought them into verbal confrontation withthe environs, whose composition often had the tendency to demon-strate destructive attitudes. However, the Serbian nation haveshowed, in all ways that they possess, an understanding of them-selves and their own goals and abilities, which have lead them toface numerous predictable and unpredictable situations, resultingin both victories and difficulties.It is necessary to emphasise that the theological interest in thisbook arises primarily from the theological dogmatic teachingexpressed within brave and noble endurance of one ecclesiasticalcommunity. After this book, the reading of the ecclesiastical histo-ry of the Serbian nation becomes a living expression of the ways inwhich theological teaching does not remain a plain mind construc-tion. This book develops it into a way of life, capable of providingthe true meaning to historical events, with a strong spiritual pulsethat is inherent to such events.The History of Serbia: Political and Ecclesiastical opens the paths toother fields of academic research, such as ethnology and sociology,by shedding light on the sensitive issues and events, thus offeringthe possibility to consider theoretical problems with necessary ob-jectivity guaranteed in the book contents dealing with the historicalevents, as well as with the figures that caused them to occur on thehistorical stage. Another thing that has to be emphasized is themerger of events with ethics of the people who caused them to hap-pen, with all resulting effects, which together create a profoundfeeling of what it means to be a protagonist in history.Овај чланак је о�јављен и Qис[ри�уира се qоQ лиценцом Creative CommonsАу[орс[во-Некомерцијално МеђунароQна 4.0 (CC BY-NC 4.0 | https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/).This paper is published and distributed under the terms and conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial International 4.0 licence (CC BY-NC 4.0 | https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/).


